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INSTRUCTIONS:
Copy the text below the double line and paste it into the “Description of Incident” box. Replace
all text within [square brackets] with the relevant details from your match. This should be
enough information for the vast majority of reports. Entering additional information puts your
report at risk for being rejected (“kicked back’).
EXAMPLE REPORT:
With 38:45 remaining in the first half, the game was stopped due to lightning in the area. The
score was 0-0. After waiting 45 minutes, the head coaches from both teams reviewed weather
radar and agreed the game could not be completed. The game was suspended due to lightning
in the area.
No misconduct cards had been issued to either team.
When resumed, play will restart with a corner kick for Thomas Jefferson High School in the
corner nearest AR2.
Thomas Jefferson High School kicked off to begin the match, attacking the goal on AR1 end of
the field.

With [enter number of minutes and seconds remaining] minutes remaining in the [first or
second] half, the game was stopped due to [lightning or other weather problem]. The score was
[enter score]. After waiting [enter how long the coaches waited], the head coaches from both
teams agreed to suspend the match.
Cautions and Disqualifications: [enter the name and number of each player who has received a
yellow card or red card, along with the color of the card shown]
When resumed, play will restart with [enter restart] for [enter the team that will restart] [enter
location on field]. (Indicate the direction of the team restarting play will attack; e.g., towards the
scoreboard or toward AR1)
[If play was stopped in the first half, indicate which team will kickoff to start the second half]

